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Introduction
On March 9th 2014 Bassano Bresciano Observatory was observing the minor planet 891 
Gunhild for a light curve grabbing with 32mm F3.3 Schmidt camera and Starlight MX916 
CCD camera. 122 unfiltered shots was taken in a span of 8 hours with 120 second 
exposure time. As secondary activity on the image an analysis was done in order to verify 
the presence of variable stars. This activity was done by the utility “Variable star seach” 
present in the software Canopus 10.4.0.20. This software detected a possible light change 
on start with VMag. ~ 14 at position R.A 11 51 40.90 Dec .+21 01 55.1 (J2000)
That is equivalent to:

GSC 01443-01140
2MASS J11514091+2101550  
USNO-B1.0 1110-0204664

In the following nights, other 7 sessions were dedicating to that star in order to check if the 
light change was real and get the lightcurve.



Initial data
In total 8 unfiltered sessions were taking with 120 second exposure for all available night 
time. Session on March 13th was discharged because Moon and light cloud made 
measurement noise to high. All sessions were measuring using the same 4 comparing 
stars. Comparing stars were selecting as “Solar colour” in order to minimize the differential 
extinction effect due unfiltered images:
Catalog = 2MASS comparing stars 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Num     Num.Cat.       RA J2000    DE J2000     VMag     B-V    V-R    R-I    J-H
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
01  11520899+2055441  178.0374650  20.9289170  13.362  +0.70  +0.40  +0.38  +0.31
02  11505938+2057512  177.7474400  20.9642450  14.251  +0.72  +0.41  +0.39  +0.34
03  11513422+2059413  177.8926130  20.9948290  14.595  +0.68  +0.39  +0.37  +0.35
04  11521831+2055358  178.0763200  20.9266360  14.653  +0.65  +0.37  +0.36  +0.32

Reference star magnitude was taken from cmc14 catalog r’ filter apply the formula:



Mag. = cmc14 (r’) – 0.22
Following are single session lightcurves:
Sessions 334 taken on March 9th

68 points in 2:20 hours
Session 335 taken on March 10th



53 points in 1:00 hours
Sessions 336 taken on Match 11th



178  points in 6:50 hours
Sessions 337 taken on March 12th



141 points in 5:40 hours
Sessions 339 taken on March 19th



99 points in 4:40 hours
Session 340 taken on March 20th 



45 points in 2:10 hours
Session 341 taken on March 24th 



96 points in 3:30 hours



Analysis
From single night measurement is clear period should be more than 4 hours
A first analysis was done in the range between 0.2 and 1.2 day with step 0.001.
This is period spectrum.

It show possible rotation time at: 0.26, 0.34, 0.41, 0.51, 0.82
An analysis in the range between 0.25 and 0.27 days with step 0.0001 shows this phased 
diagram.



Not Good: Is it cleat the overlapping on two different maximum shape
An analysis in the range between 0.33 and 0.35 days with step 0.0001 shows this phased 
diagram.



Not Good: Is it cleat the overlapping on two different maximum shape and discontinuity in 
the session link.
An analysis in the range between 0.40 and 0.42 days with step 0.0001 shows this phased 
diagram.



Good correlation.
An analysis in the range between 050 and 0.52 days with step 0.0001 shows this phase 
diagram.



Not good correlation



An analysis in the range between 0.81 and 0.82 days with step 0.0001 shows this phase 
diagram.

No Good: to many maximums



The only reasonable solution is the one with 0.4091 days.
After that we adjusted delta comps. These was set assuming as reference the session 
341. Others sessions was adjusted running many time period finding trying different delta 
comp. values util RMS decrease. These was done for all sessions. Each time was found a 
value minimizing RMS the operation was replied on all other sessions. Process was 
stopped when any change in any session would make RMS greater. 
Session 334 0.050
Session 335 0.000
Session 336 0.010
Session 337 0.000
Session 339 0.010
Session 340 0.020
Session 341 0.000

This is the final phased plot on 2 period

Diagram shows 0.4091 days period and amplitude 0.22 Mag.



Catilina data merging
A search on web site was done http://nesssi.cacr.caltech.edu/DataRelease/ in order to 
check if light changing was detected by this automatic survey. A Search for photometry in 
a single location was done on the coordinates R.A 11 51 40.76 Dec .+21 01 56.0 with 
radius 0.5 arcsec. Object was found with Catalina ID = 1121060027535. This data was 
available:

Searching for a period this was the result

Period is 0.409822 very near to our solution (difference is round about 10 seconds). 
Catilina data are from 09/04/2005 to 19/06/2013
Tanks to help from Lorenzo Franco (Balzaretto Observatory IAU Station A81) we were 
able to download and import these data into Canopus and merge them to ours.

http://nesssi.cacr.caltech.edu/DataRelease/


This is the combined plot giving us the period of 0.409824 days

Lorenzo Franco from these data, using Peranso software was able to compute the 
minimum epoch as 2456726.367256.

Catilina data are worse than us in magnitude noise but the long span is able to help for 
period. Leaving the Catilina data and forcing the period 0.409824 day this is the final 
lightcurve plot



Conclusion
This star shows a periodic light change with a bimodal curve where maximums are at least 
same level and minimum have a more appreciable difference. Period spectrum analysis 
doesn’t show other possible period than P = 0.409824 days with amplitude A = 0.22 Mag. 
Epoch 2456726.367256.
Lightcurve seems be from a binary eclipse star EB type.

• Tanks to Lorenzo Franco of “Balzaretto Observatory” for its very useful help.

• Tanks to Sebastian Otero (AAVSO-VSX) for helpful discussion and classification of 
this new variable star.

Ulisse Quadri, Luca Strabla, Roberto Girelli 
(IAU Station 565) Bassano Bresciano Observatory (Italy)



Submission
Result of this analysis was submitted to the “International Vriable Start Index” of AAVSO. 
Data was reviewed and validated. ID 360118 was assigned to this submission.



Address:
Via San Michele, 4
25020 Bassano Bresciano (BS)
Italy
Mail: info@ulisse.bs.it
Web: www.osservatoriobassano.org

http://www.osservatoriobassano.org/
mailto:info@ulisse.bs.it
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